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Filters
and 
QE
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                            Z      Y      J      H     Ks   1.18μm
Central Wavelength (μm) 0.877  1.020  1.252  1.645  2.147  1.191
Width (μm)              0.097  0.093  0.172  0.291  0.309  0.011
Effective Wavelegth(μm) 0.878  1.021  1.254  1.646  2.149  1.191
Vega to AB              0.521  0.618  0.937  1.384  1.839  0.853
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• The VHS requirement is to photometrically calibrate 
VIRCAM data to 2%

• 2MASS is globally consistent to ~1% photometry

• WFCAM processing has used 2MASS to calibrate the JHK 
photometry to 1.5% and ZY to 2% (Hodgkin et al. 2009)

• Calibration stars observed at the same time and under the 
same conditions

• Overheads reduced and surveys progress faster

• Can recover photometric calibration even during non-
photometric conditions

motivation
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method
• start from the aperture corrected (distortion corrected) 

instrumental mags: -2.5log(distortcor*flux)

• each science image contains a large number of 
2MASS stars SNRJHK>10  and 0<J-K<1.

• Each 2MASS star has it’s photometry corrected onto 
the VISTA system using linear colour equations

• we compute a photometric zeropoint, ZP*, for every 
2MASS star in the detector, combining to give a 
detector ZPdet. (flatfielding includes an initial gain 
correction between detectors)
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Variation of pixel scales
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2 Hodgkin et al.

We have already demonstrated with WFCAM on the
United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (Casali et al. 2007)
that an accurate calibration may be derived using 2MASS
(Hodgkin et al. 2008, hereafter H08). VISTA, despite it’s ob-
vious design di!erences, represents a similar challenge: it is
a near infrared larg-fomat camera, with a similar sensitivity
and spatial resolution to WFCAM, generating (comparably)
large volumes of data on a nightly basis. All VISTA survey
PI’s to date have chosen to adopt a default pipeline photo-
metric calibration1. This paper describes and discusses that
method.

GOALS

The paper is organised as follows:
Comparison with 2MASS Outline of Method for Paw-

prints Grouting: method Overlaps for Tiles Interstellar Red-
dening

2 VISTA AND VIRCAM

Technical details.

2.1 Measurement of VISTA instrumental

magnitudes

The source extraction software (Irwin et al. 2008) measures
an array of background-subtracted aperture fluxes for each
detected source, using 13 soft-edged circular apertures of
radius r/2, r/

!
2, r,

!
2r, 2r ... up to 12r, where r = 1

arcsecond. A soft-edged aperture divides the flux in pixels
lying across the aperture boundary in proportion to the pixel
area enclosed. In this paper we only consider photometry
derived from fluxes measured within an aperture of radius
1 arcsecond. However, all the apertures of selected isolated
bright stars are used to determine the curve-of-growth of
the aperture fluxes, i.e. the enclosed counts as a function of
radius. This curve of growth is used to measure the point
spread function (PSF) aperture correction for point sources
for each detector, for each aperture (up to and including
4r, which includes typically "99 per cent, or more, of the
total stellar flux). Irwin et al. (2008) find that this method
derives aperture corrections which contribute # 1 per cent
to the overall photometry error budget

A further correction should be applied to the source flux
to account for the non-negligible field distortion in VISTA,
described in detail in Irwin et al. (3030). The astrometric
distortion is radial and leads to an increase in pixel area by
around ** per cent compared to the centre of the field of
view. Standard image processing techniques assume a uni-
form pixel scale, and that a correctly reduced image will
have a flat background. For VISTA+VIRCAM’s variable
pixel scale, this is actually incorrect and one would expect
to see an increase in the sky counts per pixel at large o!-
axis angles, while the total number of counts detected from
a star would be independent of its position on the array. The
flatfielding of an image therefore introduces a systematic er-
ror into the photometry of sources towards the edge of the
field of view. The corrected flux fcor, where f is defined as

1 ESO observe a number of standard star calibration fields every
night to ensure a backup calibration strategy is available.

Figure 1. Photometric radial distortion (magnitudes) in VIR-
CAM as a function of o!axis angle (arcmin).

the aperture corrected count-rate in ADU per second of the
source above background, is simply:

fcor = f/(1 + 3
k3
k1

r2 + 5
k5
k1

r4)(1 +
k3
k1

r2 +
k5
k1

r4) (1)

Where k3 (with units of radian/radian3) is the coe"-
cient of the third order polynomial term in the radial distor-
tion equation (Irwin et al. 3030) and is found to be slowly
wavelength dependent with a value of -**.0 in the H-band
(called PV2 3 in the FITS headers). The instrumental mag-
nitude is then

mi = $2.5log10(fcor) (2)

Fig. 8 plots the radial distortion term (fcor/f converted
to magnitudes) as a function of o!-axis angle for the VIR-
CAM filters.

3 CALIBRATION OF VISTA FROM THE

2MASS PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM

3.1 Calibration of the photometry under the

assumption of no interstellar extinction

The scheme broadly follows that developed for the UKIRT
WFCAM processing pipeline. The data are firstly flatfielded
using twilight flatfields (which are updated **monthly), and
an initial gain correction is applied to place all sixteen de-
tectors on a common system to first order. The per-detector
magnitude Zeropoint is then derived for each frame from
measurements of stars in the 2MASS point source catalogue
(PSC) that fall within the same frame. Thus the calibration
stars are measured at the same time as the target sources.
Observations of standard fields are also measured typically
at the start and/or end of a night.

We assume that for most stars there exists a simple
linear relation between the 2MASS and VISTA colours, e.g.
JV $ J2 % J2 $ H2. In a Vega-based photometric system,
this relation should pass through (0,0), i.e. for an A0 star
Z=Y = J =H =K, irrespective of the filter system in use.
For each star in 2MASS observed with VISTA, the pipeline
could then derive a ZP (at airmass unity) from

ZP = m2 +C(J2 $H2 or J2 $K2)$mi + k(!$ 1) (3)

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Flat fielding introduces a spatially 
dependent calibration artefact
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Variation of pixel scales
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method
• start from the aperture corrected (distortion corrected) 

instrumental mags: -2.5log(distortcor*flux)

• each science image contains a large number of 
2MASS stars SNRJHK>10  and 0<J-K<1.

• Each 2MASS star has it’s photometry corrected onto 
the VISTA system using linear colour equations

• we compute a photometric zeropoint, ZP*, for every 
2MASS star in the detector, combining to give a 
detector ZPdet. (flatfielding includes an initial gain 
correction between detectors)
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VISTA colour equations

• differences between the Vista calibrated 
photometry and the 2MASS magnitudes of 
matching stars for data taken between June 
and October. 

• star counts are: Z 60k, Y 60k, J 93k, H 39k, Ks 
390k.

• the colour indices currently in use are:

ZV-J2:  1.025(J-H)2
YV-J2:  0.610(J-H)2
JV-J2: -0.077(J-H)2
HV-H2:  0.032(J-J)2
KV-K2:  0.010(J-K)2

• for each detector we measure a per-star ZP 
after correcting the 2MASS photometry onto 
the VISTA system. see Hodgkin et al. 2009
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method
• start from the aperture corrected (distortion corrected) 

instrumental mags: -2.5log(distortcor*flux)

• each science image contains a number of 2MASS 
stars SNRJHK>10  and 0<J-K<1. (97% of pointings 
have >50, median is 150)

• Each 2MASS star has it’s photometry corrected onto 
the VISTA system using linear colour equations 
including E(B-V)’ term 

• we compute a photometric zeropoint, ZP*, for every 
2MASS star in the detector, combining to give a 
detector ZPdet. (flatfielding includes an initial gain 
correction between detectors)
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Extinction Correction

• full res Schlegel maps, and interpolate the 
extinction correction individually for every star 
used

• Schlegel values are corrected to Bonifacio, 
Monai & Beers (2000)*
*if  E(B-V)>0.1 then E(B-V)=0.1+0.65*[E(B-V)-0.1]
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Extinction Correction

• ZP(Z)*  =  ZP(Z)* - 0.370 E(B-V)

• ZP(Y)*  =  ZP(Y)* - 0.140 E(B-V)

• ZP(J)*  =  ZP(J)* - 0.010 E(B-V)

• ZP(H)*  =  ZP(H)* - 0.015 E(B-V)

• ZP(Ks)* = ZP(Ks)* - 0.005 E(B-V)

11
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• ZPdet combined over all 16 detectors to give a single 
(per pointing) value: MAGZPT.

• stack the residuals (MAGZPT - ZP*) every month, 
corresponding to the change in master flatfield.

• the residuals are binned spatially (1.2x1.2 arcmin) and 
smoothed. two components are seen:

• systematic detector offsets at the 1-2% level 
(catalogues/images are updated for each HDU)

• additional spatial systematics at the 1% level 
(written to file and available from CASU)

method (ii)
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ZP vs Time
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long term decline recoating
entrance
window
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VHS Overlaps
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37k

34k

33k

28k

Stars VHS ATLAS overlaps 13<m12<18, 170<ra<175,  -15<dec<-10

0.021

0.013

0.014

0.012
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VISTA vs WFCAM
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VISTA/WFCAM 
calibration frames

• VISTA and WFCAM share some 
comparison/standard fields (should be 
- I chose them)

• 8 common equatorial fields with a 
minimum of 5 observations in all filters 
from both surveys
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ZVi  = ZWF − 0.021(J − K)WF + 0.032 
YVi  = YWF − 0.008(J − K)WF − 0.063 
JVi  = JWF − 0.030(J − K)WF − 0.033
HVi  = HWF − 0.020(J − K)WF
KsVi = KWF − 0.009(J − K)WF − 0.048
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Interstellar Extinction
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VISTA throughput
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